
Anthony Lynn Garrison
200 Broadway 216-303'
Bayonne, NJ 07002
United States of America

Deputy Director
Office of International Programs
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Greetings!

I am in the process of acquiring an unarmed Canadair Silver Star CT-133 (T-33) straight wing
subsonic turbojet training aircraft, serial number 133648. This aircraft was originally built as
Canadair Silver Star serial number 21648. It is being surplused by the Canadian Forces from their
Mountain View Depot in Belleville, Ontario. Lancaster Aviation Inc., 16 Christina Crescent,
Scarborough, Ontario, MIR 4H6, (Attn: John Cossar, CEO, Telephone 416-449-9923) is
handling the sale as contractor to Crown Assets, with whom I filed a U. S. Department of State
Form DSP-83. Transfer of ownership is pending approval by the U. S. State Department and the
Canadian Government.

Lancaster Aviation indicated in their contract letter that NRC license or approval, or a statement
in writing that such licensing or approval is not required for the importation of this aircraft. It may
contain radioactive materials, the quantity and type which are as yet unknown to me. Having
prior maintenance experience with this type of aircraft, I believe the material is limited to that
used on flight instruments to aid in night navigation in low light conditions of loss of electrical
power.

I shall need to arrange for a ferry permit from Belleville, Ontario, Canada to Rochester, NY to
clear Customs. Ferry shall then continue to Santa Fe, NM.

I am requesting certification in the experimental category under Title 14 CFR section 21.191.
This aircraft shall be used for exhibition, air shows, movie production, and air racing. I shall also
receive instruction in the aircraft towards a type rating from a designated examiner. The aircraft
will need a ferry permit to fly from Belleville, Ontario to Santa Fe, New Mexico. I shall be
contracting with a type rated pilot for the ferry flight. I plan to keep the aircraft at Santa Fe due to
the favorable storage climate and the availability of instruction.

I am a private pilot and an airframe and powerplant technician. I am employed by a Continental
Airlines as a technician on Boeing 737, 757, 767 and 777 type aircraft. I have previously worked
on the T-33, as well as the F-86, MiG-15, MiG-17 and other vintage types while employed by
Unlimited Aircraft and Pacific Fighters in Chino, California. I am most appreciative of any
guidance in regards to the importation process in order to expedite the removal of this aircraft
from storage. The runway at Mountain View is closed until spring, but the base is destined to be
decommissioned in late 2007. I am able to visit with you at your offices to discuss the
certification of this aircraft.

Wishing you the very best,

AnthI•yn Garrison
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U.S. Department of Justice
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives

OMB No. 1140-0005 (09/30/2008)

Application and Permit for Importation of
Firearms Ammunition and Implements of War

Not for use by Members of the United States Armed Forces. (Submit in triplicate,)
For ATF Use Only
Permit No. (Valid for 12 months after the date of approval. Item 18 below.) Internal Control # Optional #

Section 1 - Application

1. Federal Firearms License IffAny,) 2. Telephone No. 3. Country of Exportation
License No. Expiration Date 718-810-2017 CANADA

4. Name and Address of Agent, if any (Including Zip Code) 5. Applicant's Name and Address (Including Zip Code)

ANTHONY LYNN GARRISON, 200 BROADWAY 216-303,
BAYONNE, NJ 07002, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Check here if permit is to be returned to Agent. H Check here if permit is to be returned to applicant. R1

6. Name and Address of Foreign Seller, if any 7. Name and Address of Foreign Shipper

JOHN COSSAR, LANCASTER AVIATION (AGENT FOR CROWN AIRCRAFT TO ARRIVE FROM BELLEVILLE, ONTARIO,
ASSETS FOR SURPLUS AIRCRAFT), 16 CHRISTINA CRESCENT, CANADA FROM CANDIAN FORCES BASE MOUNTAIN VIEW
SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO, MIR 4H6, CANADA DEPOT VIA AIR UNDER A FERRY PERMIT ISSUED BY
TEL 416-449-9923 FAX 416-449-4547 ROCHESTER, NY FAA FSDO

8. Description of Firearms and Ammunition (For'firearms, enter (SG)-Shotgun; (Rl)-Rifle; (P1)-Pistol; (RE)-Revolver; (DD)-Destruetive Device;
(AMG)- Machinegun)

Type Munitions
Type Quantity List Model Length(SG, RI, Caliber (Each Lis C tegr (rs of Overall

Name and Address P. RE, ath Unit Category (Mfrs) Length Serial New, N)

of Manufacturer DD, R Gauge type) Cost Design Barrel (Inches•) No. orofMaufctre D, Mq or Size CotUsed (U)

a b c d e f g h i k

CANADAIR ONE $45,000.0 Description

!2 1 CANADAIR CT-133 (T-33) SUBSONIC JET TRAINER
r .STRAIGHT-WING TURBOJET AIRCRAFT (UNARMED)

9. Certification of Origin. The items sought for importation
E in block 8:

A. Do not contain parts or components produced by Z
or for the U.S. military and do not contain parts or

(Ball components manufactured with U.S. military
.2 Wad- technical data or assistance.
~ cutter
Z B. Do contain parts or components produced by or
E Shot,2
P etc.) for the U.S. military or contain parts or compo-
< nents manufactured with U.S. military technical

data or assistance.

10. Specific Purpose of Importation (Use additional sheets, if necessary,)

1I. Are You Registered as an Importer Pursuant to The Arms
Export Control Act of 1976 Yes HI No [&/

12. If "Yes," Give Importer's Registration No. and Expiration Date

N/A

Under the penalties provided by law, I declare that I have examined this application, including the documents submitted in support of it, and, to the best of
my knowledge and belief, it is true, correct, and complete.

13. Signature of Applicant 14. Title 15. Date

I PRIVATE PILOT I1l/12/2007

Section II - For ATF Use Only (Please make no entries in this section)

16. The Application Ilas Been Examined and the Importation of the Firearms, Ammunition, and Inplements of War Described Herein is:

Approved FH Disapproved for the Reason Indicated Returned Without Action for Additional

Partially Approved for the Reason Here or on Attached Letter Information

Indicated Here or on Attached Letter H Withdrawn By Applicant Without Action H
17. Signature of the Director, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives is. Date

ATF F'orm 6 - Part 1 (5330.3A)
Revised September 2005
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I AIR FORCE I by Stefan Degraef and Edwin Borremans

IETE's Fab T-Birds
'live' simulations of pilot-ejections, offering

AETE an almost unrivaled capability to
easily test its survival equipment in realistic
conditions.

AETE: Canada's Exclusive
Aeronautical Evaluators

Sauing Liue
"EJECT! EJECT! EJECT!" For
pilots and aircrew of advanced fighter
aircraft equipped with ejection seats, the
powerful and adrenaline-saturated excla-
mation of these three words triggers an
irreversible chain of events. Having pulled
the rings or squeezed the trigger of the
ejection-seat, the crew member in distress
will be rocketed out the cockpit of the
stricken aircraft. Within seconds - and safe
of the aircraft - he/she will be separated
from the seat and, once the parachute
canopy is fully unfolded, gravity will guide
the pilot safely down to earth.

Although much has changed since the
introduction of the first ejection seats in
the mid-forties and the World War II
Luftwaffe's Heinkel He219 'Uhu' ejection
seats, the technical basics and limitations
of the new sophisticated and performance-
optimized seats remain a constant chal-
lenge for civil and military designers and
manufacturers. Stuck with never-ending

changes in technical ejection-seat and pilot
specifications (such as for female pilots and
increasing human body-dimensions), the
development and operational introduction
of survival equipment (ejection seats, per-
sonal safety harnesses) is more than ever a
high-tech, well-tested and much analyzed
process. Due to its dedicated life-saving
mission, all survival equipment needs to be
quality-controlled, air-tested, validated and
certified "suitable for operational use."

By far the most important part in this
long and demanding validation process is
the 'live' (air-)testing of the various equip-
ment during simulated ejections. Canada's
Aerospace Engineering Test Establishment
(AETE), at Canadian Forces Base (CFB)
Cold Lake, Alberta, is one of the few
remaining test-centers.

The AETE also houses Canada's four
remaining Lockheed-designed Canadair
CT-133 T-Bird aircraft. One of these
T-Birds is specially equipped for in-flight

Established in 1971 by amalgamating
various, smaller evaluation establishments,
AETE's mission is to provide cost-effective,
timely, quality engineering evaluations of
the airworthiness and operational effective-
ness of the air force's aerospace systems.

As the exclusive flight test agency of
the Canadian Forces (CF), the AETE con-
ducts a wide variety of flight and ground
testing involving every aircraft and heli-
copter type in the Canadian inventory.
Furthermore, AETE is also responsible for
the evaluation of all new systems to be
installed on air-launched weapons used by
Canadian military aircraft and helicopters.

At CFB Cold Lake, homebase of 4 Wing
and its three McDonnell Douglas/Boeing
CF-188 Hornet squadrons, AETE uses the
vast, seemingly unlimited, airspace around
Cold Lake for flight test operations.

The Cold Lake Air Weapons Range
contains the well-equipped Primrose Lake
Evaluation Range, AETE's primary test
range. For evaluation and testing purposes,
three drop zones for air-launched weapons
are available, all 'guarded' by advanced
photo- and video-theodolites for data-col-
lection, recording and transmitting. All
telemetric data are transmitted in real-time
to the Flight Test Control Room.

Possessing a wide variety of scientific
skills and knowledge, some 230 military
and civilian personnel conduct ground and
in-flight testwork at the AETE.

The unit's pilots, originating from
Canada's fighter, transport, and helicopter
communities, have all attended one of the
four recognized test pilot schools: the
Empire Test Pilot School (ETPS) at Boscombe
Down; the Air Force Flight Test Center
(AFFTC) at Edwards, Alberta; the Naval
Test Pilot School (NTPS) at NAS Patuxent
River; or the Ecole du Personnel Navigant
d'Essais et de Reception (EPNER) at Istres.

AETE uses a wide variety of specially
equipped and instrumented fixed-wing
(jet) aircraft and helicopters, ranging from
modified CF-188 Hornet fighter aircraft to
CH-146 Griffon-helicopters. Both types are
modified with modern digital data collec-
tion systems, providing accurate data and



parameters to the test-crew. In addition,
AETE uses unmodified CT-144 Tutors and
Canadair CT-133 T-Birds for photo-chase
and training purposes.

One of the most important - but low-
key - AETE-operations is the evaluation,
prototype development, and testing of
Escape Systems and Aircrew Life Support
Equipment. For air testing of ejection seats,
AETE uses some 'home-made' hardware,
including a specially-modified CT-133,
which offers unrivaled testing capabilities.

T-BIRD: Forever Young

On 31 March 2002, after an illustrious
career of almost half a century with almost
all Canadian jet squadrons, the Canadian
Forces finally withdrew the last of its
CT-133 Silver Stars (aka T-Birds) from
operational service. Two 'composite'
squadrons, 414 at CFB Comox (British
Colombia) and 434 at CFB Greenwood
(Nova Scotia), which had been using the
T-Birds for multiple support air force and
navy taskings, were disbanded. The two
remaining units, 417 at CFB Cold Lake
(Alberta) and 439 at CFB Bagotville
(Quebec), remained operational, being also
equipped with CH-146 Griffon helicopters.

The CT-114 Tutors, and CT-133"s are used for photo-chase missions over the Primrose Lake
Evaluation Range during the different air-tests with the various AETE-aircraft. A qualified
chase pilot and a specially trained image system technician are required for these missions.

All remaining CT-133's, some of them
updated only a few years earlier, were
flown to CFB Mountain View (Trenton,
Ontario) for storage, pending a final deci-
sion regarding their future. The withdrawal
of the 'multi-role' and 'cheap to operate'
CT-133's deprived the Canadian Forces of
a welcome and much-needed training asset
since these aircraft were frequently used as
(electronic warfare) aggressor-aircraft
during air and naval exercises and as tar-

get-towing aircraft for naval-gunnery train-
ing. The CF plans to outsource some of
these support services to civil contractors,
who in turn might wish to acquire some of
the CT-133's to perform aggressor and tar-
get towing missions.

For many years, the AETE used the
venerable T-Bird for various test-support-
ing tasks, sometimes necessitating modifi-
cations to the aircraft's airframe. After the
official withdrawal of the CT-133 from



CF-service, structural inspections were
performed and four of the withdrawn
CT-133's, all modified with upgraded
cockpits, were transferred to the AETE at
Cold Lake. In addition two CT-133's are
kept in flyable preservation at CFB
Mountain View as attrition replacement
aircraft. Once a week the engines of these
133's are fired up by personnel of the
Mountain View-based Aerospace &
Telecommunications Engineering Support
Squadron (ATESS).

The influx of the 'new' aircraft enabled
AETE to withdraw its 'old' 133's (including
the specially modified models). One of the
modified CT-133's was recently sold to a
US-based warbird collector. Efforts were
made to preserve the second 'purpose-
modified' CT-133, together with the 'stan-
dard' photo-chase aircraft, at the local Cold
Lake Museum.

Nowadays, the three general-purpose
CT-133 aircraft are used for a wide variety
of test-supporting and training missions.
Currently, six AETE pilots are qualified on
the T-Bird, only one is backseat-qualified.

Similar to other test establishments, all
AETE pilots are qualified on two aircraft-
types with the CT-133 being the most
common candidate as a second fixed-wing
qualification. Together with AETE CT-114
Tutors, the CT-133 are used for photo-
chase missions during the various air tests.
During these missions, flown over the
Primrose Lake Evaluation Range, a quali-
fied chase pilot and a specially trained
image system technician fly the CT-133. In
general, a 100 ft lateral separation is flown,
enabling the high-speed film cameras in
the tip tank, and 'handheld' by the back-
seater ,to capture all testing events on film,

Finally, these 'fifties-built' T-Birds are
used to screen operational fighter and
fixed-wing pilots applying for test-pilot
training. Requiring four new test-pilots to
be trained every year, AETE-candidates
must pass a two-week test-simulation
screening. Qualified instructors monitor
candidates as they fly the aircraft in simu-
lated test-environments prior to their even-
tual selection and training in the United
States (NTPS/AFFTC) or Europe (ETPS/EPNER).
The CT-133s are also used to familiarize
transport-origin pilots with jet-aircraft.

All first-level maintenance and compo-
nent replacement, using stocks of basic
spare parts, is done by AETE-personnel at
CFB Cold Lake. The aircraft are flown to
8 Wing at CFB Trenton for the regularly
scheduled second-level inspections.
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Ejection Seat Testing:
Black Thunder & T-Bird

AETE's innovative developments in escape
system testing has attracted international
attention and admiration. An increasing
shortage of suitable, efficient and low-cost
ejection seat testing hardware triggered
AETE's development of specialized ground
and airborne test-platforms for ejection
seat and survival equipment testing.

For ground and low-speed testing of
all sorts of ejection-seats, AETE's uses a
locally-modified Dodge RAM 3500 Series
V10 pick-up truck which goes by the nick-
name: Black Thunder. Fitted with a flatbed,
external fire extinguishers, up to five high
speed cameras and a control panel in the
cabinet, this Dodge - officially known as
'Ejection Seat Ground Test Vehicle' - fires
test-seats up to 60 indicated air speed
using Cold Lake's outer runway. Costing
around 100.000 $ per firing, these ground
firings are cost-benefit effective alternatives
to more expensive airborne trials. During
the recent Tutor and T-Bird ejection seat
modification programmes, on average six
Black Thunder-ejections were incorporated
in the programme.

Airborne testing of ejection seats, and
impact of the ejection-process on the pilot,
is done by using AETE's most remarkable
asset: a specially modified CT-133 T-Bird.
Ejection-seats to be tested are bolted to a
special aluminum 'bathtub' in the backseat
of the aircraft. At speeds from 125 to 450
knots, with 'G'-forces ranging from -1G to
+4G depending on test-requirements and
objectives, the pilot electrically ejects the
seats, which are slightly inclined at a 120
angle, through a specially-developed half-
open canopy. The 'backseat' is mechani-
cally armed prior to take-off but electrically
isolated until the actual firing, using a
series of switches opening the isolated
circuit and initiating the firing. To protect
the pilot, a blast shield was mounted
between the cockpit, isolating the back-

seat. Additional modification include the
removal of all flight controls from the
backseat-cockpit, the addition of firing
circuits in the front cockpit and fortifica-
tion of the base of the vertical fin to avoid
damage from the ejection-seat exhaust. On
board-cameras can be mounted in the
empty tiptanks. To avoid unwanted inter-
ference with the seat/dummy movement
during the ejection and seat-separation
process and with the photo-tracking crew,
the CT-133 pilot initiates a climb or dive
immediately after the ejection before
returning to CFB Cold Lake.

Photo- and Video-tracking

Photo- and video-tracking is done by
image systems technicians flying in the
chase-aircraft (Tutor or T-Bird) or on the
ground using fixed video-theodolites, posi-
tioned around the test-area. Sometimes
AETE's CH-146 Griffon-helicopters are
used for photo/video collection, especially
for filming seat-separation and parachute-
opening.

Since no radar-deflector is mounted on
the ejection seat and/or dummy-pilot, all
tracking and video is done by manual
tracking, demanding high skill- and experi-
ence-levels by personnel. On average,
depending on the type of test programme,
an average of ten seats per years have been
fired using the T-Bird platform. Since 1995,
second generation seats from CT-114
Tutor, CT-133 T-Bird and the US Navy
Aircraft Common Ejection Seats (NACES)
have been air-tested by AETE' s T-33
T-Bird. In October 1999 all Canadian
CT-133s, including AETE's test aircraft,
were grounded after a fatal seat-pilot sepa-
ration after ejection. A nine-month long
and $800.000 testing and modification
programme induced the installation of a
drogue chute on the back of the ejection
seat preventing seat-pilot interference after
mutual separation. Furthermore a bigger
parachute was provided to the pilots.



An 'interesting' challenge complicating
the development of an omnipotent
escape system (ejection seat, safety har-
ness and parachute canopy) capable of
safely extracting pilots in distress is pre-
sented by the physical differences
between the two genders (such as
weight and height). The introduction of
female pilots in the CF (and worldwide)
means AETE tests must utilize both
male' and 'female' dummies.

For many years to come, the devel-
opment and testing of fourth genera-
tion ejection seats and survival equip-
ment will be an important core
business of Canada's Aerospace
Engineering Test Establishment and its
four CT-133 T-Birds. The information

(data and video-coverage) gathered by
these 'first generation aircraft' will
undoubtably safeguard further generations
of operational pilots who had not even
been born when these four 1950's-era
CT-133's were built. Ft,

Stefan Degraef and Edwin Borremans
are a freelance photojournalist team
from Belgium. They can be reached at
www. trueblueaviapress. be

Contact .the AETE at 780-840-8000 x8078

Dummies Provide Data
Far more important than testing the pure
technical capabilities and aerodynamic
characteristics of the ejections seats, is the
in-depth testing and monitoring of the
impact of ejection-process and forces on
the human body. To collect all necessary
'pilot-related' information during seat-
firing simulations, AETE's uses several types
of 'dummies.' The Hybrid I!-dummies,
equipped with some data-collection
devices, are used to collect more advanced

data in later stages of the seat-development
or modification-programme.

Finally, the data-collection efforts are
fine-tuned, especially for validation and
certification, by using two 'state-of-the-art'
and highly instrumented dummies at a
cost of $250,000. These Hybrid Ills can
measure roll, pitch, and yaw rates, and
monitor the exposed G-forces induced by
the ejection-process. Furthermore, tele-
metric devices in the dummy transmit in
real time to Cold Lake.
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